6:05 – Welcome by Leah, Dean CTE
   * get food then we will get started

6:10 – Review short agenda
   ✓ hear from BC’s new president
   ✓ keynote speaker, KEDC
   ✓ Importance and role of advisory boards, Dean EIT, Liz Rozell
   ✓ Individual advisory board meetings

6:15 – BC President Remarks
   ✓ BC’s commitment to CTE
   ✓ BC CTE plan
   ✓ CTE Growth – i.e. water course was requested as needed by the Ag advisory board. Exploring options.

6:20 – Keynote Speaker, Richard Chapman, CEO of the Kern Economic Development Corporation

6:35 – Importance and Role of Advisory Boards, Liz Rozell, Dean EIT
   ✓ Importance of advisory boards at the academic level
   ✓ Role of advisory boards?
   ✓ Models of advisory boards within EIT
   ✓ Highlight the practices of the Automotive Technology Advisory Board - hoping to have Ted Nicholas from 3 Way Chevrolet make a few comments.
   ✓ Tentative: Ag advisory board member will discuss the importance of advisory boards from an industry perspective

6:50 - Advisory Committee Department Meetings